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Thousands of Australians injured by the COVID-19
vaccine have filed claims for compensation with the
government and continue to wait…and wait…and
wait…�much like the situation in much of the
Anglo�English-speaking world from the United
Kingdom to Canada and the United States� In Australia
Sydney, Criminal Lawyers report that as the vaccine
injured wait as “their lives fall apart and suffer
unnecessary duress because the Federal Government
can’t get its act together calls to reform the Covid-19
Vaccine Claim Scheme grow in intensity Down Under�

While Services Australia has gone on the record
acknowledging that the COVID-19 vaccine injury
claims compensation program can be “complex” with
long waits and lots of red tape one must ask the
question why are governments allowing this to
happen?

The legal news media reports that much like the
government vaccination compensation schemes in the
other aforementioned English-speaking countries, the
injured typically must fend for themselves, left to chase
applications, make continuous calls to get access to
updates, and the like� Yet these are often extremely ill
people—in some cases so ill as to be debilitated�
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According to Sydney Criminal Lawyers, one couple
reports that they have spent thousands of dollars on
medical specialists and other health-related output just
so that those particular injured parties can complete
their COVID-19 vaccine injury application�

This horrible human tragedy comes at the expense of
the Morrison Government’s decision to empower both
states and industry in Australia to promote COVID-19
vaccines, often funded by taxpayer money�

With the proof of eligibility for the COVID-19 vaccine
injured, the toll on this highly vulnerable patient
population becomes, in some cases, dangerous to
deadly�

Unfortunately, reports the legal media channel,
throughout the pandemic, governments, industry, and
mainstream media all relentlessly pushed the message
that vaccines were ‘safe’ despite the fact that early on,
many people of all ages began to suffer signs of
thrombosis and myocarditis as a direct result of
vaccines�

The ‘safety’ of vaccines has also subsequently been
called into question with allegations that Pfizer falsified
trial data reports Sonia Hickey for Sydney Criminal
Lawyers�   The messaging starts to change as Hickey
writes, “Governments around the world are now
having to accept that the vaccines were not ‘safe for all,’
and now there is a mess to clean up�

The Sydney Criminal Layers piece is clear:

Why are people in authority not acknowledging
COVID-19 vaccine injured, many of whom are
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clearly suffering?
Why did governments list them as safe and
effective and often avoid disclosure of known
risks, such as myocarditis?
Why did governments not only in Australia but
also across the West, in many cases, coerce people
to get the vaccines even when the science was
clear that they were not sterilizing vaccines?
Why is government ignoring the obvious critical
problems with the vaccine compensation schemes
in Australia—even while people suffer?

Sydney Criminal Lawyers presents itself as a trusted
team of experienced criminal lawyers
with offices across the Sydney Metropolitan Area and
beyond, including  Sydney
City, Liverpool, Parramatta, Sutherland, Penrith, Banks
town, Chatswood, Newcastle, and Wollongong�

The firm’s litigators have won numerous awards for
highly quality client representation�   Click here  to
browse through our most recent awards�
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